
Ep 16 Confessions of a Meditation Addict

PODCAST

In this episode I speak of not understanding what having 'space between

my thoughts' meant. Explore below what you think it means. How often do

you experience 'space between thoughts'? What does it feel like when

you do?
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Do you set yourself up for the day ahead by getting into alignment before

action in the morning? Or do you tend to start with the news, work, social

media or jumping straight out of bed into 'doing' mode? How are your

mornings - is there anything you'd like to change?
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Do you feel any resistances to meditating? Are any of those simply

stories you’re telling yourself about what you think is or isn’t possible or

how you think it “should “ be done? What might happen if you dropped

those stories, let go of those resistances and simply gave it a go in your

own way?
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What time or times if the day feel like they’d benefit from a meditation or

a meditation break to realign?

What might you do to bring more meditation into your life?



Thank you for listening to the Project Me Podcast! 

You can find my meditation in the free Insight Timer meditation app. Use the

search bar function and type in Kelly Pietrangeli  OR the title: Morning Segment

Intending With Positive Affirmations

If you like it, please click the 5 stars and you can also leave me a little review. I

see and reply to them all! 

If you liked this podcast episode, I'd be grateful for a review in Apple Podcasts.

Subscribe in whatever app you use to listen to podcasts! Thank you for sharing

with your friends. 

Come and find your tribe in my Project WE membership club

www.myprojectme.com/projectwe

If you haven't got the free Project Me Life Wheel® head to www.myprojectme.com

The Project Me book is available on Amazon and all good book sellers. 

Instagram @kellyprojectme 

Facebook: Project Me - Kelly P

Until next time, open your mind, open your heart - and stay curious.

Positively yours,

Kelly x
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